
Artistic is a non-profit Organisation staffed by qualified volunteers who

mentor and support exceedingly talented young artists, who have

challenges to overcome. We encourage each artist to determine their own

self-sustainable futures within the art world. We also promote the careers

of artists who are socially disadvantaged by an emotional, learning,

physical or social need and are not in consistent full-time employment;

through the continued development of their individual capabilities,

competencies, skills and understanding of the arts.

We have three levels of support. Our ‘Core Group Artists’, our ‘Guest

Artists’ and finally our ‘Established Artists’. At present we work with 4 Core

Group Artists, 23 Guest Artists and 157 Established Artists.

The Core Group Artists are based within our own Studio space where they

enhance their skills under the tutorship of our Artistic Mentor. We provide

the Core Group with the resources, facilities and mentor-ship to produce

their developing work. They are also given intense Art World experiences

that consist of Museum and Gallery visits alongside many invitations to

Private Viewings. They are expected to explore their work to the highest

possible level and take an active role in the regular exhibitions that we run.

Our Core Group also closely support other artists, in turn increasing their

awareness of the way the art world machinery works.

Guest Artists are working artists in-their-own-right, who also need support,

but at a less intense level. These artists require remote mentor-ship and

exhibition experience. They have chosen to support our work and further

the development of our own Core Group, which in-turn enhances their own

career prospects, with the help of Artistic.

Established Artists are working independently on their own professions.

They sometimes require exhibition experience and will bring their

understandings to both group and solo shows to the betterment of Artistic

and their own careers.

www.instagram.com/artistic_uk/
www.artistic-uk.org

www.backontrack.london

http://www.instagram.com/artistic_uk/
http://www.artistic-uk.org/


Mason Storm was born in, and is based in London. He enjoyed a varied

career before becoming a full-time artist, with jobs including barrister,

journalist and an intelligence analyst. Saatchi Magazine described him as

"one of the most talented and elusive artists in the UK today". He exhibits

internationally and is widely collected.

Mason has graced the pages of many newspapers and magazines

including The Telegraph, Daily Mail, Mirror, Luxury London and Haute

Living. There are rumours that he ‘helped’ Banksy with his famous Monkey

Parliament image. Storm courts controversy and is well known for his

trademark mask that hides his identity which he wears at all his public

appearances

“The Prince of Soho”

“His death is still a mystery. He was the keeper of many celebrity secrets

and was a mentor and confidant to so many patrons. Help comes form the

most unusual places?”

Mason Storm               Reserve / Opening Bid £4,500

Kelvin Okafor’s, highly collectable, hyper-realistic portraits are often

mistaken for photographs. This young British artist wields charcoal and

graphite like no other! Not only are his portraits breathtakingly realistic, but

they’re also extraordinarily emotive.

We love the intimacy Kelvin achieves in his drawings; each of his subjects

exudes an astounding touch, almost a vulnerability. The artist's fascination

for drawing with pencils began when he was just 8 years old. After school

Kelvin went on to study Fine Art at City & Guilds Art School and Middlesex

University in London. His exceptional drawings very quickly captured the

attention of the art world and Kelvin soon scooped up a number of national

awards.

“Jasmin (Aligning)”

“Aligning” is a piece where I wanted to depict a state of poise and clarity

within the subjects expression. Prompting a felling of alignmet ,returning

to ones true self

Kelvin Okafor Reserve / Opening Bid £25,000



Louise McNaught Reserve / Opening Bid £400 Pez Reserve / Opening Bid £3,500

Louise McNaught has an amazing talent her creations will light up any wall,

in turn becoming the conversation point of the room. Louise has a passion

for the protection of endangered animals. Her soft style suggests a delicate

relationship between nature and ourselves. When focusing on an

endangered species, the imagery takes on a duality of what is happening to

the animal, and the effect the human race is having on these magnificent

creatures.

“In the Red”

“The 'Red Wolf is a stunningly beautiful canine, that is slowly ebbing

towards extinction, a true warrior that has never been fully understood.

There are only around 300 left in the wild now. Painted in hyperrealism to

show the delicate patination in the fur that contrasts against a soft blue

background. Wolves symbolise family, which is echoed in the ethereal way

the animal has been depicted here.

The colourful and surreal paintings, produced by the prolific artist Pez, initially

synonymous with Urban Britain and our Club-land / Dance Music. Pez, derived

from the family name Perry, is now an integral part of the London art scene,

known for his depth of thought.

“The Reintegration of Memory”

The challenge of this piece was to try and touch on both the physical and mental aspects of 

any person involved in the horrors of conflict and their personal journey back from it.The

spark was a much loved Dali I was very familiar with, Dali has been the greatest influence 

and undoubtedly my favourite artist.

The eye suspended in the centre draws you into the scene it representing both the soul and 

the physical form of the person on their journey back from war. You as the viewer 

beckoning the return, you are at home surrounded by blue skies, but out of reach. Whilst 

the eye and what it represents may physically return home, sometimes the truth is that the 

soul, memories and a part of the person returning will always be left suspended in a no-

man’s land. The eye is also weeping, perhaps tears of joy, relief, personal pain or 

remembering the pain of others. Emotions do not leave us but are reimagined and can be 

experienced within oneself again and again.

The idea is that Dali would be the droplet that would create and his creativity would spread 

out and influence, just as the energy from the droplet would.

Here the crown represents the rulers, the world leaders, the decision makers and the 

hidden power brokers; they and the spider which weave the web of control and destruction 

which the human race gets caught up in.



If ever an artist had a story to tell, then that Artist is Andrew Burns Colwill.

Now at 62 he has finally had time to reflect on what has been a successful

but troubling life. Unbeknown to the artist his technique 'soak stain'

showcased by artists such as Helen Frankenthaler, Jackson Pollock &

Morris Louis had it's feet firmly embedded in the world of Abstract

paintings, Andrew has unwittingly taken this generally imprecise technique

and turned it on it's head creating contrast layers of subtle composition

with skillfully fine detailed work.

“Naked”

“This piece was inspired by how vulnerable some of our Veterans must feel

when they have to go back to Civvy-Street. How do they find their place

again in our society? Who helps finds them that place? How do they find

themselves again?”

Andrew Burns-Colwill Reserve / Opening Bid £3,500 Dan Pearce Reserve / Opening Bid £3,000

Dan Pearce is a full time mixed media urban artist based in South East

London, blending spray paints, stencils, acrylics, collage, screen printing

and street photography. Dan is rapidly becoming one of the UK’s most

talked about and collected artists, who has been strongly influenced by

Dface, Shepard Fairey and Andy Warhol.

“The Undaunted”

“This piece of artwork has been painted in 3 layers. The first is the iconic

military camouflage pattern first worn in WWII to conceal the soldier or to

make them appear as something else. The second layer is the Lion that

represents the British Soldier; a fearless warrior, strong and courageous.

The final layer is a sheet of glass, hand-cut and placed partly over the lions

face. The glass has been shattered and represents the war veteran, it

reflects the mental and physical scars and the sacrifices they have made in

combat”



Loz Atkinson is an award winning, widely collected artist, who has

exhibited extensively in the UK, America and Europe. Her work is

provocative yet hopeful, inspired by nature and geometry. In 2010 her piece

'Deliverance‘ sold at auction for £10,000 and 'An unquenched defiance to

the stars’ sold at auction for £22,000.

Steven Allbutt is a sculptor who works in a variety of materials from metals,

to cardboard, glass and driftwood. Steven recently worked with Tim Fowler

an Artist, whom with the help of Artistic, has recently exhibited in London

and Los Angeles in 2019.

Loz Atkinson & Steven Allbutt  Reserve / Opening Bid £ 5,000 Jack Nicholas Banbury Reserve / Opening Bid £10,000

“Expendable Nebulised Projectile V”

“This is a collaborative work

between Loz Atkinson and Steven

Allbutt. The cast for this work was

initially made by Steven Allbutt in

2007, to mark the passing of the last

of the men who served in the

trenches of WWI. Steve then passed

the sculpture on to Loz to finish.

She was initially struck by its

resemblance to the Saturn V rocket

given 2019 is the 50th anniversary of

the moon landings. As Loz worked

further on the piece she was

intrigued by the parallels of

organised chaos within the galactic

nebula and that of War.” This tactile

sculpture has been beautifully

painted. Please take the time to walk

over to it, then touch it and feel the

presence of this enigmatic giant rifle

bullet”.

JNB is a remarkable young man, who has a talent and ability that defies his

young age. Now at just 24, he has already established a successful

company, employing 15 people. ‘Jack Nicholas Design’, now specialises in

creating unique and bespoke high-end Garden Furniture, Railings, Gates,

Tables and Bannisters. Jack adds creativity and empathy to all of his

projects. In-turn this has attracted commissions and close collaborations

with; machinery manufacturers, packaging companies, shop fitters,

aerospace technicians, architects and interior designers. Jack has already

completed a number of sculptures and memorial walls which sit in public

and private land, many selling for over £30,000.

Jack is now focusing on establishing himself as an Artist and will have his

first solo show in London in 2020, curated by Artistic. Jack was truly

moved by the brief from Artistic and was very keen to support Back-on-

Track and the wonderful goals of the charity.

“Dove – A Symbol of Hope”

“The dove has been a symbol of

peace, hope and innocence for

thousands of years, across a wide

variety of cultures. In Greek

mythology it was a symbol of

love, the renewal of life. Whilst in

ancient Japan a dove symbolised

the end of war. ‘A Dove’ has

always been known as an

individual who opposes the use of

military pressure or force. After

the Great Flood, a dove was sent

by Noah in search of land

returning with an olive branch.

This in turn became a symbol of

the Peace Movement, so famously

captured by Picasso”



Magnus Gjoen            Reserve / Opening Bid £1,250

In the 1980’s Sandra was an integral part of the world famous New York Art

Scene that is responsible for so many of the art movements which we see

flourishing today across the world.

A true pioneer, Sandra was the first artist to have a digitally based solo

exhibition at The Museum of American Illustration in Manhattan. Today she

is based in Santa Fe, New Mexico, working with technology her primary

focus and subject is Joan of Arc.

“You Are Not Alone”

“Captivated by the mystique of Joan of Arc, Sandra Fillippucci

passionately creates iconic imagery that is relevant to the issues of our

time. This piece shows how a returning soldier, whether in medieval times

or today can feel as if they have the weight of the world on their shoulders,

they feel alone and isolated. It is for all of us to reach out to them and to

show them. ‘You Are Not Alone.”

Sandra Fillippucci       Reserve / Opening Bid £850

As an artist Magnus has his own unique style and take on the world around

us, constantly questioning the notions of perceived ‘beauty’ juxtaposing a

wide range of styles and mixed media techniques. His pieces draw on

history and allusion, using existing artworks or fragments from the past to

create his own, contemporary aesthetic.

Born in London to Norwegian parents, Magnus describes himself as an

‘accidental’ artist, growing up in Denmark, Italy, Switzerland and in Britain.

Gjoen studied fine art and fashion design which led to a successful career,

working for brands such as Vivienne Westwood. After completely

redesigning his own flat Magnus realised that his true passion lay in the

rediscovery of disused art.

Magnus’ work is always deeply contemplative, always demanding a second

look, as he challenges our perceptions of beauty, what is old and what is

new, whilst the reasons of any piece lurk behind the viewer as an

unresolvable enigma. The depth of his work can never be underestimated

and will still be a conversation piece on the walls of galleries and homes in

100 years from now.

“YOU DON’T FIND LIGHT BY AVOIDING DARKNESS”

Two lean and stately dogs stand face to face, a heavy key dangling 

between their mouths on a long, gold chain. Against an abyssal, black 

background, Gjoen has emblazoned the canine creatures with a soft, floral 

pattern, to create striking visual juxtaposition. Beautiful in its sheer 

strangeness, Gjoen’s print feels like a profound comment on life and all of 

its deepest secrets - all you need now is the keyhole to unlock them



Matt Mackman              Reserve / Opening Bid £2,000 Sam Dodson                Reserve / Opening Bid £2,500

Matt Mackman was born and raised in Cornwall, some 20 years after he was

attracted by the Bright lights of London, that often influences his work. He

is now recognised as an experienced independent contemporary Artist

with a growing reputation, his paintings can now be found in a number of

galleries across London and the South East of England.

“Heat From the Sun Somedays Slowly Passes”

Although born and raised in Cornwall, it’s the bright lights and excitement 

of the city that often influences Matt’s work, as well as the notion of 

history, real or imagined. His Cornish upbringing instilled a sense of 

independence and fight, as he became connected to notions of identity, 

both personally and collectively.

Found imagery, stencilling, paint, papers, gold leaf, varnishes and powders 

are amongst the materials and techniques used to create his work. Matt 

combines these elements in a way to produce multi-layered and rich-

textured work that invites the viewer to look closer… and then closer still. 

Matt intends to take the viewer on a journey with his paintings: at times 

feeling comforted and uplifted by familiar forms, whilst at other times 

feeling a sense of unease or discomfort. He forces his work through an 

accelerated ageing process, often ‘attacking’ the piece of work before 

mending it with metallic materials referencing ‘Kintsugi’ which is the 

Japanese art of repairing broken pottery with lacquer dusted or mixed with 

powdered gold or silver.

Beauty and decay. Life and death. Light and dark. Right and wrong. Peace 

and chaos. Dreams

Sam Dodson is a contemporary artist who specialises in collages and

abstract art using a variety of mix media. Often describing himself as being

‘Trapped in his own Collage.’ A former musician in the groups, Loop Guru

and the Transmitters. Sam explores collage in varying forms from

intervention through to construction. Recently three of Sam’s works have

been featured in Dada and Surrealism publications. Two of his works have

appeared on album sleeves.

“What the Eyes Have Seen”

“Sam’s piece represents pieces of a Soldiers life so often forgotten. Losing

friends, a part of yourself, What the Eyes Have Seen, can never be truly

forgotten.”



Violeta Sofia                Reserve / Opening Bid £3,100

Jana Nicole is an American born artist, who has lived in England for nearly

20 years. Jana’s style is to focus on her nostalgic memories, upcycling a

wide variety of materials to create iconic images, often with architectural

backgrounds and abstract backdrops.

Jana’s paintings evoke a myriad of emotions from the spiritual and

comical, to the classically familiar to the downright bizarre. Her work is well

established within the British Art scene, regularly exhibiting at many of the

UK’s most prestigious shows. Jana’s work is very collectible and is sold

through the Saatchi Gallery website.

“ United”

United is an amalgamation of the Union Jack, the Stars and Stripes and a 

target. The artist Jana Nicole, American born but a UK resident for the last 

twenty years combined the two flags of these two great allies to give a 

further sense of union but indicating the inevitable and more prominent 

target that they both become from the unity from enemies, both collective 

and separate. The choice of style and medium of old wood and faded paint, 

is deliberate and intended to suggest how comfortable the two are with that 

responsibility and how long that has been the case.

Jana Nicole  Reserve / Opening Bid £3,500

Violeta is a Cameroonian born fashion photographer and artist who grew-up

in Madrid, Spain where she discovered her talent for photography and art at

an early age. For the past decade in London, influenced by elegance,

shapes and colour, Violeta has created work for companies such as Harvey

Nichols and Top Shop.

In 2018 Violeta exhibited her paintings at the Royal Academy of Arts. This

year she has been focusing on her Marlboro boxes, reminiscent of Andy

Warhol’s Campbell’s Soup Cans. The different messages in a variety of

languages have been in great demand across numerous exhibitions and

shows in London throughout 2019.

“Marlboro’s Cigarette Boxes”

“The human race sometimes seems hell bent on repeating the same

mistakes of the past as the battle for natural resources, fuelled by

consumerism and war threatens the very survival of humanity. Often society

post warnings about the mundane, whilst forgetting the obvious. Violeta’s

Art does not let us escape this paradox.”


